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As is well known, when a group acts on a space it gives rise to a linear action on 
functions defined over that space. It is the particular case of a group acting on itself 
by conjugation which concerns us here. This action has been extensively studied by 
the author and others (see e.g. [5]). In the present situation let G be a locally 
c~mpact group and a be defined by (axf)(g)=f(xgx -1) where f eLp(G), 1 <_p< oo 
~d x, g e G. As we shall see below, for p = 2, (in fact for any p), if G is compact 
(or even if G/Z(G) is compact, where Z(G) is the center of G), then a decomposes 
into a discrete direct sum of finite-dimensional irreducibles. It is then of interest o 
know which irreducibles of G occur and with what multiplicities. In the case of a 
finite group the answer can be regarded as known insofar as it can be read off from 
the character table, and gives useful information on the group. In general, such an 
analysis is not feasible. It was therefore a pleasant surprise to the author that one 
can, by other methods, analyze a into irreducibles when G is a compact analytic 
group. 
The case of a finite group: In this case the study of the decomposition is contained 
:,~ the following result 1. Here ZG(x) denotes the centralizer of x~G,  IZc(x)l its 
rder, and [a : ~] denotes the multiplicity of the irreducible Q in a. 
Proposition 0. I f  G is a finite group and Xa the character of  a (regarded as acting 
on L2(G) or equivalently the group algebra), then Za(x) = [Z~(x)[ and in particular 
is an integer for  x e G. Moreover, [a" 0] equals the sum of the values of  Zo in the 
character table. In particular, this sum is always an integer. In fact, if Q(Z) is non- 
trivial, then [a : ~o] is the sum of  the values of  Xo in the character table excluding 
elements of  Z(G). Finally if  Ze(z) CXo(1) for  some z ~ Z(G), then [a : Q] = O. 
1 However, it remains unknown to the author if each irreducible of G/Z lifted to G occurs in the 
!ecomposition. Surprisingly neither this question nor Proposition 0 below seem to be found in [2]. It 
~'as recently pointed out to me by P. Gallagher that the question of whether, for a finite group, every 
:rreducible of G/Z appears in a is conjectured by R. Roth and proved by him in a certain special case 
"~n [7]. 
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Proof. If ~g denotes the characteristic function of g e G, then 
Za(x) =tr ux= ~" (ttx(~g), Cg)= ~ ~ Ux((Pg)(h)gpg(h). 
geG g h 
Since Cg is real-valued, ax(qbg)=¢x-'gx and CA" Cs =¢)AnS for subsets, we see that 
Xa(X)  = ~ ~){x-tgx}ta{g}(h) • 
g,h 
Since the intersectio.n is empty or {g} according to whether ge ZG(x) or not, we get 
E E Cg(h): ~ l=lZG(x)l. 
g ~ ZG(x) h e G h e Za(x) 
From this it follows that 
l 1 1 E IZc(x)l xo(g) 
[a" pl = Za~odg = IG i ~.~E z~tg)xgg) = IGI ~,~ 
(since ]Zo (x)] and [a" #] are both integers). Let G = U~=~ oa (xi) be the decomposi- 
tion of G into orbits under conjugation. Then 
[a" e l  - } G I ,=' ,~ %c,,J 
If ge#G(x,), then xe(g)=xo(xi) and IZo(g)l =lzG(xe) so that 
I oc(x~) l = l G/Zo(x~) l = 
lal 
lzo(x~)l " 
Thus, [a" ~o] = E,~=j Xe(xi). 
Now t~z = A(Z) I for z e Z by Schur's Lemma. Here 2 e Z ^ , the character group of 
Z. So 
[u'~o]= ~ deAz+ ~ Za(x,). 
zeZ(G) x, eG-Z  
But the first term is 0, since ~,z~zAz is a sum of roots of unity. Finally, if 
Xe(z)g:Zo(1) for some zeZ,  then 2(z)¢ 1 and therefore Qz¢I. If # occurred in a, 
then #(z)= 1 since a(z)= 1 (see Proposition 1 below). 
Proposition 1. Let G be a locally compact unimodular group. Then ct is a strongly 
continuous unitary representation f G on Lp(G), 1 < p< oo whose kernel is Z(G). 
Proof. Since G is unimodular, a is evidently a unitary representation. Hence to 
show strong continuity we may restrict ourselves to a dense subspace of functions 
in Lp such as Co, the continuous functions with compact support. Let U0 be a fixed 
compact symmetric neighborhood of the identity and f be such a function. If e > 0 
by left and right uniform continuity, of f, there exist neighborhoods Ut(e) and 
Ur(e) such that 
If(sy)-f(y)l<e i f seUt  and yeG,  
[ f (yt ) - f (y) [<e if te Ur and yeG.  
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Let W= UoG U(e) where U(e) is a symmetric neighborhood of 1 contained in 
Ur(e)N Ut(e). If xe  W and y~G,  then 
[ f (xyx  -1 ) - f (Y ) l -  I f (xyx  -1 ) -  f(xY)l + [ f (xY) -  f (y) l  <2e 
so that I f (xyx- l  ) _ f (y )  [ z, < 2PEP. 
The support of the function y~ I f (xyx - l ) - f (y ) [  p is contained in U0 suppf  U 0 
a~d hence, 
I lax(f)-fl lp<_2e/.t(U0supp f Uo) 1/p for x~ W. 
If x Ci Z(G), then there exists a y e G, with xyx -~ ~y.  Choose an f _  0 in Co that 
separates these points. Then [ f (xtx- l ) - f ( t ) lP>_O is continuous and has compact 
support as a function of t. Since it is positive when t =y,  its integral ]l axf - f  H p "-0. lip / 
So f~Lp  and a , , f¢ f .  This means x~Kera .  Conversely, if xeZ(G) ,  then 
f (xyx - l )=f (y )  for all feCo  and therefore Otxf=f for a dense subspace of func- 
tions. So ax = I by strong continuity. 
The following proposition is an extension of a result due to H. Freudenthal [3] 
and will play a role in our Theorem. 
Proposition 2. Let G be a compact analytic group, T a maximal torus, and 0 a finite- 
dimensional irreducible representation of  G on V. I f  Q(Z(G)) = 1, then there exists 
a o ~ 0 in V such that Qt o = o for  all t ~ T. That is Q', the differential o f  0 has a 
non-trivial zero weight space. 
We require some elementary lemmas. 
Lemma 3. Let g = ~= ~ g, be a direct sum of  compact simple or 1-dimensional real 
Lie algebras. I f  b is a Cartan subalgebra of  g, then hi(19), the image o f  19 under the 
ith projection is a Cartan subalgebra of  g~for each i. Conversely, suppose 19, is any 
Ca'rtan subalgebra o f  g,,i= 1, . . . , r ,  then ~=1 19, is a Cartan subalgebra of  r,~=~ g,. 
Proof. If 19 is a Cartan subalgebra of g, then n,(b) is an abelian subalgebra of g, for 
each i. Hence, ET=l hi(b) is an abelian subalgebra of g. Clearly, bC ~7=~ hi(19). By 
maximality of 19, these are equal. To show hi(b) is a Cartan subalgebra of g,, since 
it is clearly abelian, we 
if Ix,, n,(19)] c ni(~9) for 
g-19 and [x,D] c_. {(0, ... 
subalgebra for each i. 
To prove the second statement, let 19 = ~]7= ~Di. Then 19 is an abelian subalgebra of 
Sf [x,b] c_19, we show x= (x 1, ...,Xr) E19. Let h=(h l, ...,hr)e19, then [x,, b,] c_b~ for 
~: :. Since each b, is a Cartan subalgebra, xt e19,, so x~b.  
need only show it coincides with its own normalizer. Indeed, 
some xi ~ g i -  n, (b) and some i, then x = (0, ..., x,, 0, ..., 0) 
, [Xl, hA, 0, ..., 0)} c_ I), a contradiction. Thus n,(~9) is a Cartan 
Lemma 4. Let g = ~,~= i gi be as in Lemma 3 and n" ~--, ~=s gt be the projection on- 
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to the last set o f factors (if xl = (xl,..., Xr) then x(x) = (xs,..., xr)). I f  D is a Cartan 
subalgebra in 9, then ~(t)) is a Cartan subalgebra in ~,~=s fli. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, ffi(D)=~)i is a Cartan subalgebra of g,, i=s, ..., r. By the proof 
of Lemma 3, b= ~__~ l~t. By the converse part of Lemma 3, n(b)= ~=stgi is a 
Cartan subalgebra in Y.~=s fli. 
Lemma 5. Let GI and (32 be compact semisimple Lie groups and f :  G 1 "-* G 2 be a 
smooth homomorphism of GI onto (32. I f  T l is a maximal torus of  GI, then f(Tl) 
is a maximal torus of  G2. 
Proof. The differential f ' :gt~{]2 is a Lie algebra epimorphism. Since Kerf" is an 
ideal in gl, we have gl =Kerf"  t~ certain simple ideals and Kerr" is itself the direct 
sum of other simple ideals. Let b be the Lie algebra of Tl; then b is a Cartan 
subalgebra of ill- If Zts,..., Ztr are the projections of fll onto the simple ideals com- 
plementing Kerf" in gl, then fiE can be identified with the sum of these ideals and 
f" with the map (Zts,..., Ztr). By Lemma 4, f" (I)) is a Carton subalgebra of g2. This 
means the Lie algebra of f(Tl) is a Cartan subalgebra of fiE, so f(T1) is a maximal 
torus of (32. 
Lemma 6. I f  G is a reductive analytic group (in particular a compact group), then 
G/Z(G) is semisimple and centerless. 
Proof. As a reductive group G = Z(G)o. [G, G] (where 0 denotes the identity com- 
ponent and [G, G] is the derived group). Here [G, G] is semisimple. Thus a reductive 
group is semisimple if and only if Z(G) is discrete. If gZe G/Z(G) (which is itself 
reductive), then gZhZ= hZgZ for all h e Z, so 
[g, 0]  c Z(O)n [G, 0] c Z[G, G]. 
Since [G,G] is semisimple, Z[G, G] is discrete. But [g,G] is connected and is 
therefore a point, so Z(G/Z)= (1). Thus, G/Z is semisimple and centerless. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Since #(Z(G)) = (1), ~ gives rise to an irreducible representa- 
tion. ~- of the compact group G/Z(G) which is centerless and semisimple by 
Lemma 6. Therefore, e(G)=Q~(G/Z)  is a centerless ( ee [6]) compact semisimple 
linear group acting irreducibly on V. Since T is a maximal torus in G, Lemma 3 tells 
us T=Z(G)o. T[G,G] where T[G,G] is a maximal torus of [G,G]. Also G= 
Z(G)o. [G, G]. From these equations and the fact that Q(Z(G))= (1), we see that 
(i) O[G, G] = o(G), 
(ii) oCT[G, G]) = ~o(T). 
Applying Lemma 5 to the compact semisimple group [(3, G] and taking into account 
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(i) and (ii), we see that Q(T) is a maximal torus in Q(G). By Freudenthal's result, 
there is a o ¢ 0 in V such that Pt(o) = v for all t e T, proving Proposition 2. 
Let G be a compact analytic group and T a maximal torus. Define 
~:G/TxT~G by q/(g,t)=gtg -I where g~G, t~T,  and g is the image of g in 
G/T under the canonical map n : G ~G/T .  Since T is abelian, q/is well defined. Let 
T:~g ___ T and Greg C G be the regular elements in T and G respectively. Then as is 
~, ~! known (see [1]), ~u(G/Tx Treg ) = Greg , I//is a C6°-map of maximal rank when 
::5:~-;~cted to G/T  × Treg which covers Greg ] W [ times where W is the Weyl group 
of G. Moreover, if we let Tre+g be the positive Weyl chamber with respect to a 
suitable ordering, we obtain a diffeomorphism 
49" G/T  × + Treg ~ Greg. 
We now define a unitary representation f G on L2(G/T× Treg ) as follows: For 
f~L2(G/T× Try+g), h,g~G and te  Tr+g set (trhf)(8, t)=f(-~,t).  
Now the conjugate of an element of Greg by an element of G is again a regular 
element, so a acts on L2(Greg ). Moreoever, G-Greg is a submanifold of strictly 
lower dimension [1]. Hence, ~(G-Greg)=0 and so L2(G)=L2(Greg ). As is well 
k: own, the Weyl integral formula tells us that for a function f on G and dg, dg and 
6:, :he normalized Haar measures on G, G/T  and T respectively, 
S If(g)[ 2dg= l If(gtg-l)l 2dg ID(t)12 dt 
c.0  c T× ! W l 
m where D(t) = 1]j= t (e ' r rOAt )  - e-irrSJ(t)), t ~ T and 0j are the positive roots of G. 
Now define ~'L2(Greg)~L2(G/T×Tre+g) as follows: If f~L2(Greg), let 
q~(f)=fo49. Now ~( f )  is a function on G/Tx  T~eg. I f  T~eg takes the measure 
(]D(t)!2/iW[)dt, then the formula above tells us that H flI2= Ilfll2 for each 
fe  L2(Greg ). Since q5 is clearly linear and we can deal with q~-i by composing with 
¢- ' .  we see that q~ is an isometry of L2-spaces. 
Lemma 7. tr and a are equivalent continuous unitary representations. 
Proof. Once we establish ~t~ h= o" h ~ for all h e G, we will have a unitary equi- 
valence of these two families of operators. Hence, since a is a strongly continuous 
unitary representation, it follows that tr is also and thus that they are equivalent con- 
tinuous unitary representations. 
Let fe  LE(Greg), h ~ G, t ~ T and g e G/T. Then 
trh (f49)(~, t) =fo  49(hg, t) =f(hgt(hg)-l). 
( he other hand, 
[ (ah f )  o 49] (g, t) = (Oth f ) (g tg - l  ) = f (hgtg -  ! h -1 ) 
so that t~t~ h( f )  ~- O" h o ~( f ) ,  that is ~ah = trh ~. 
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Now by general principles (see e.g. [4, Proposition 6, p. 338]) L2(G/Tx Tre+g) is 
isomorphic as a Hilbert space to L2(G/T)®L2(Tr+g). The map here is given by 
f l®f2 corresponding to the map (g,t)~fl(g)f2(t) where f leL2(G/T)  and 
f2eL2(Tr+e)e~_ If we let r be the regular representation of G on L2(G/T), 
rhf(g) =f(hg) and G act on L2(Tre+g) by / ,  the identity representation, then we shall 
see that 
Lemma 8. tr = r®L 
Proof.  We must show trh = zh®I for all h ~ G under the identification above. Let 
f=f l  ®f2; then f(g,t)=fl($)f2(t) so that trhf(g,t)=f(h-g, t)=f1(-hg)f2(t ). Now 
(rh @I)(f l  @f2)(g, t)= rh (f l)  ®l(f2)(g, t)= rh(fl)(~)" f2(t)=fl(-~)f2(t). 
Since the linear span of {fl ®f2} is dense in L2(G/T)®L2(Tr+g) and trh = rh®I On 
{fl®f2} and there are bounded linear operators, they are equal on all of 
L2(G/T)®L2(Tr+g) for each h ~ G. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a compact analytic group and a the strongly continuous 
unitary representation of G on L2(G) given by conjugation. Then a is the discrete 
direct sum of irreducible representations all of which have countably infinite 
multiplicity. Every irreducible of Ad(G) lifted to G occurs in the decomposition. 
Proof.  By Lemmas 7 and 8, a--tr-~ r®L Since the latter is the tensor product of 
r with an infinite-dimensional trivial representation, each irreducible component of 
a occurs with infinite multiplicity (countable since Tre+g is separable). The irreduci- 
ble components which occur are the same as those of r. Let Q be an irreducible com- 
ponent of r. Then [r: ~] = [Indz, r ra:  Q] which equals by Frobenius' reciprocity [4], 
[Qr :I], where Qr is the restriction of Lo to T. Thus, [r:Q] >0 if and only if Qr has 
a nontrivial fixed vector. If Q is the lift to G of an irreducible representation f 
Ad(G), then Q(Z(G))= 1, so by Proposition 2, QT has a nontrivial fixed vector. 
Conversely, if Q is an irreducible component of a, then since a(Z(G)) = (1) by Pro- 
position 1, we know Q(Z(G)) also equals (1). Hence Q is the lift of some irreducible 
representation f Ad(G). 
The converse of Freudenthal's Theorem also holds for compact connected Lie 
groups G. In fact, 
Corollary I0. Let Q be an irreducible representation of a compact connected Lie 
group G. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) [a : 61 > 0. 
(ii) Q(Z)= (1), i.e. Q is the lift of an irreducible representation of Ad(G). 
(iii) 6" has a nontrivial zero weight vector. 
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Proof. [a" Q] > 0 if and only if [z: ~] > 0 if and only if (iii). That (ii) implies (iii) we 
have already shown. If Q" has a nontrivial zero weight vector, then 0 is an irreducible 
component of a and therefore Q(Z)= (1). 
We conclude with the remark that this general method can never work in the case 
of a finite group since it is easy to see that if G is a finite group, then there is no 
proper subgroup H of G with G = ~x~c xHx-l" 
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